Abstract: Frequency hopping (FH) sequences play a key role in frequency hopping spread spectrum communication systems. It is important to find FH sequences which have simultaneously good Hamming correlation，large family size and large period. In this paper, a new set of FH sequences with large period is proposed, and the Hamming correlation distribution of the new set is investigated. The construction of new FH sequences is based upon Whiteman's generalized cyclotomy. It is shown that the proposed FH sequence set is optimal with respect to the average Hamming correlation bound.
There are two kinds of measurement for the Hamming correlation of FH sequences: one is the maximum Hamming correlation [3] [4] and another is the average Hamming correlation [5] [6] . In recent years, the designs of FH sequences remain of great interest. Among of them, most have been devoted to the maximum Hamming correlation property [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
While the average Hamming correlation indicates the average error (or interference) performance of the FH-CDMA systems, the design of optimal FH sequences with respect to the optimal average Hamming correlation property is very meaningful as well. However, up to now, only a few results on the average Hamming correlation of FH sequences have been reported [5] [6] [12] [13] .
A generalized cyclotomy with respect to n = pq was introduced by Whiteman [14] , where p and q are two different odd primes. When n is a prime, it is referred to as classical cyclotomy.
Some optimal or near-optimal FH sequence sets with respect to the maximum Hamming correlation bound were constructed based on classical cyclotomy [7] [9] [15] [16]. Whiteman's generalized cyclotomy has been widely applied to design difference sets [14] [17] , as well to construct binary sequences with good correlation properties (but, not Hamming correlation) [18] [19] [20] . In this paper, we construct a new set of FH sequences based on Whiteman's generalized cyclotomy and investigate the average Hamming correlation of the FH sequence set. It is shown that the set of FH sequences is an optimal average Hamming correlation set.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give some preliminaries on FH sequences, and review some bounds on the maximum and average Hamming correlation, respectively. In Section 3, we introduce the definition and some fundamental properties of Whiteman's generalized cyclotomy and the corresponding cyclotomic number. In Section 4, we give some basic lemmas that are needed to prove our main results. In Section 5, we focus on a new construction of the FH sequence set, and determine the Hamming correlation value of the FH sequences. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.
Preliminaries
Let F={f 0 ,f 1 ,…,f v−1 } be a set of available frequencies called a frequency library. Let U be a set of M FH sequences of length L over F. Given two sequences X={x 0 ,x 1 ,…,xL −1 } and 
To evaluate single FH sequence, Lempel and Greenberger established the first bound in 1974, known as the Lempel-Greenberger bound.
Lemma 1(The Lempel-Greenberger bound [3] ): For any FH sequence X of length L over F with |F|=v,
where b denotes the nonnegative residue of L modulo v, and ⎡x⎤ denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to x.
For any given FH sequence set U, the maximum Hamming autocorrelation sidelobe H a (U) and the maximum Hamming crosscorrelation H c (U) are defined, respectively, by , ,
In 2004, Peng and Fan took account of the number of sequences in the family and then developed the following bound.
Lemma 2 ([4]):
Let U be a set of M FH sequences of length L over a frequency slot set F with |F|=v, and
⎦ , where ⎣x⎦ denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x.
Another important performance indicator of the FH sequences is the average Hamming correlation defined by Definition 1 ( [6] ): Let U be a set of M FH sequences of length L over a given frequency slot set F with size v, we call
, , ,
as the overall number of Hamming autocorrelation and Hamming crosscorrelation of U respectively, and call
as the average Hamming autocorrelation and the average Hamming crosscorrelation of U respectively. 
Hereafter, we use the following definitions.
1) An FH sequence X∈U is called optimal if the Lempel-Greenberger bound in Lemma 1 is met.
2) An FH sequence set U is an optimal set with respect to the maximum Hamming correlation bound if H a and H c of U is a pair of the minimum integer solutions of inequality (2).
3) An FH sequence set U is an optimal set with respect to the average Hamming correlation bound if the parameters v, L, M, A a , and A c of U satisfy inequality (7) with equality.
Generalized cyclotomy and cyclotomic number
Let p and q be two distinct primes with gcd(p−1, q−1)=e. According to the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exists a common primitive root of p and q, say g. Let x be an integer satisfying the simultaneous congruences (mod ), 1(mod ).
Let d=(p−1)(q−1)/e, f 1 =(p−1)/e, f 2 =(q−1)/e and L=pq. Thus, we can get a multiplicative subgroup of the residue class ring Z L , as follows [14] { }
Whiteman's generalized cyclotomic classes D i , 0≤ i ≤e−1, of order e are defined by
where the multiplication is performed modulo L. Obviously, .
For fixed i and j with 0≤i, j≤ e−1, the corresponding generalized cyclotomic number of order e is defined by
Now we give two fundamental properties of the generalized cyclotomic number.
Lemma 4 ([17]):
The generalized cyclotomic number defined in (9) has the following properties: In this section, we will give some useful lemmas for determining the Hamming correlation of our FH sequence set defined in the next section. ( )
Lemma 5 ([21]):
This lemma is obvious, so we omit the proof. ■
We only prove the first equation since the second one is similar.
When ,
in which we make use of the fact that x≡1(mod q). Let s = t(q −1) +s 1 , where 0
Obviously, only one s 1 in Z q satisfies (11) . Then, there are f 1 solutions 0≤s≤ d−1 to (11) . Therefore, the number of solutions of (11) 
2) ( ) (
By Lemma 9, we have ( ) 
Then the conclusion follows from Lemma 8 and Equation (14) .
For 2), we have
Applying Lemma 8, we arrive at the conclusion. ■ Lemma 11 ([18] ): 
where j+i is reduced modulo e.
Based on the lemmas in last section, we are now ready to determine the Hamming correlation properties of the FH sequence set U.
Theorem 1: Let p and q be different odd primes with gcd(p−1, q−1)=e. Define p=ef 1 +1 and q=ef 2 +1, then the FH sequence set U over F have the following properties.
1) The family size M=e, the sequence length L=pq, and |F|=e.
2) The Hamming autocorrelation function of X 
Proof: 1) is clear. While for any FH sequences
Concerning 2), the Hamming autocorrelation of X
crosscorrelation function at shift w is given by ( ) 
(
pq e q p e pq ep e pq
( 1)( 1) 2 ( 1) ( 1)( 1) ( 1)( 1) . 
The FH sequence set U is optimal with respect to the average Hamming correlation bound.
Proof: When |f 1 −f 2 | is even, according to the definitions of S a and S c , we have 
Applying (5) and (6), we obtain (20) and (21).
Similarly, when |f 1 −f 2 | is odd, we obtain the same average Hamming autocorrelation and average Hamming crosscorrelation. By applying (20) and (21) (1)
{0, 22, 23, 22, 22, 20, 23, 22, 23, 22, 20, 23, 22, 23, 23, 20, 22, 24, 23, 22, 20, 22, 22, 22, 23, 20, 22, 22, 22, 23, 20, 23, 23, 23, 24, 20, 22, 22, 23, 23, 20, 23, 23 The average Hamming auto-and cross-correlation are 473/21 and 5248/255 respectively.
The sequence set U is optimal with respect to the average Hamming correlation bound.
Conclusion
The average Hamming correlation is an important performance indicator of the FH sequences.
